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#1 Workforce planning software. 




Built for construction.




Bridgit Bench is workforce visibility with real-time updates, next-generation forecasting, and seamless integrations.




Time to get back to what you do best – managing your people, not spreadsheets.









	Talk to an expert
	Take a 1-minute tour→
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Built for top ENR contractors
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One team. One tool.




The only tool you’ll ever need to plan your people




Bridgit Bench is the first and only platform designed to plan your entire workforce. Whether planning your Project Managers and Engineers or filling requests for craft workers, Bench will help you plan the best teams for your project needs.




Get a 360° view of your entire workforce  →










Your workforce strategy. Simplified.




Plan in minutes, not hours




Don’t waste any more time on spreadsheet data entry and endless consolidation. Keep a single source of truth that ensures your team is playing off the same sheet of music.




	Build strong teams based on skills and experience
	Smart suggestions for fast, easy allocations
	Cut travel times down and keep team satisfaction high





Check out your new project staffing HUB ->
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Easy. Flexible. Reliable.




Remove any doubt from your data




Workforce planning doesn’t have to be mountains of emails, phone calls, spreadsheets, and disorganized labor requests.




With Bridgit Bench, you can empower your team to collaborate on workforce needs no matter where they are. No emails. No phone calls. No gatekeepers.




	Centralized workforce planning “home base”
	Standardized labor requests and approvals
	Full suite of communication tools





See all the communication options in Bridgit Bench ->










Plan ahead. Stay ahead.




Take the guesswork out of your labor forecasts




Advanced, accurate forecasting brings your operations, field ops, preconstruction, and HR teams together to build a truly strategic pipeline.




	Stay well ahead of recruitment needs 
	View ops and precon in the same reports
	Identify skills gaps and labor trends
	Visualize supply/demand and share resources across your offices





How forecasting can work for you  →
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Are you planning your people in multiple disconnected tools?




By consolidating your project admin and field staffing into one tool, you help create a common planning language for your entire team, set each and every project up for success, and ensure the effective and efficient use of your resources from the top down.




Empower your team to make updates in real-time so you can get back to driving strategy and organizational growth. Don’t worry, Bridgit Bench has custom permissions to make sure your people only have the access they need to inform their work.




Talk to an expert →
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Build a best-in-class tech stack




Hundreds of integration options
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Automatically import your project data and get back to managing your team.
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Import awarded and pursuit projects to create long-term workforce strategies.
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Import key project information to ensure the best allocation of your people.
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Get more granular scenario planning by importing awarded and pursuit projects.











See the full line-up →
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“There is a newdawn of workforce management, combining historical and situational data with experience. Bridgit Bench is your foundation to the future.”





Todd Wynne, CIO at Rogers-O’Brien
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View all success stories →













See what Bridgit Bench can do for you.




Are you a contractor looking for the best-in-class workforce planning software?
Schedule a private walkthrough with one of our experts.
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Cookies consent for gobridgit.com


We use cookies on our website to help us provide you with the best, most relevant experience, for analytics and to improve functionality. We may share your information with advertising and analytics partners. You may disable cookies through your browser, but this will limit the functions of the website. Learn more about privacy on our website.



By clicking accept, you consent to the use of all cookies. 



 .

Cookie SettingsAccept


Manage consent

  
	
		  
			
			Close
		  
		  
			
	
		
			
				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

				

							

		

		
												
						
							
								Necessary							
															
									
									Necessary
								

								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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